273. Does an open admission policy, if reported, apply to transfer students? *(CDS D10)*

- [x] Yes
- [ ] No

274. Describe additional requirements for transfer admission, if applicable. Do not include bullets, paragraph breaks, special characters, or other special formatting. *(CDS D11)* Maximum number of allowable characters is 500

**Transfer Credit Policies**

275. Report the lowest grade (0-100) earned for any course that may be transferred for credit *(CDS D12)*: C

276. Maximum number of credits or courses that may be transferred from a two-year institution *(CDS D13)*:

- Number: [65]
- Unit type: [ ] credits [ ] courses

277. Maximum number of credits or courses that may be transferred from a four-year institution *(CDS D14)*:

- Number: [ ]
- Unit type: [ ] credits [ ] courses

278. Minimum number of credits that transfers must complete at your institution to earn an associate degree *(CDS D15)*: 65

279. Minimum number of credits that transfers must complete at your institution to earn a bachelor's degree *(CDS D16)*: 30

280. Describe other transfer credit policies. Do not include bullets, paragraph breaks, special characters, or other special formatting. *(CDS D17)* Maximum number of allowable characters is 500

**Undergraduate Alumni Giving:** Please enter information on undergraduate alumni giving, as defined below. As noted, exclude students who earned only graduate degrees and undergraduates who didn't graduate from your institution.

What was the number of undergraduate alumni of record at your institution? *(Alumni of record are former full- or part-time students with an undergraduate degree from your institution and for whom you have a current address.)*

281. Number of undergraduate alumni of record in 2008-2009? **24,396**

282. Number of undergraduate alumni of record in 2007-2008? (provided for your reference) **27,150**

What was the number of undergraduate alumni solicited at least once during the year?

283. Number of undergraduate alumni of record solicited in 2008-2009? **24,172**

284. Number of undergraduate alumni of record solicited in 2007-2008? (provided for your reference) **26,895**

What was the number of undergraduate alumni donors for your institution in the following years? *(Alumni donors are alumni with undergraduate degrees from your institution who made one or more gifts for either current operations or capital expenses during the specified academic year)*

285. Number of undergraduate alumni donors in 2008-2009? **6,678**

286. Number of undergraduate alumni donors in 2007-2008? (provided for your reference) **7,493**

*Note: For colleges with graduate schools, the alumni-giving data reported to U.S. News will be different than what was submitted to the Council for Aid to Education in its annual Voluntary Support of Education Survey.*

**Faculty Salaries 2009 - 2010 Academic Year:** Please report salaries for full-time instructional faculty, defined as full time faculty whose regular assignment is instruction. Include those on paid leave. Exclude administrative officers with titles such as dean, librarian, and registrar, even if they devote time to instruction. Exclude non-professorial rank faculty with title of instructor, lecturer or no-rank. Exclude faculty on unpaid leave, but include visitors who are temporarily replacing them. Full-time salaries other than 9- or 12-month should be converted to an academic year before inclusion. If you are not able to separate fringe benefits from salary, you may indicate the combined figure in the total expenditures column.

*Note: These definitions and the line references refer to those found in the annual AAUP survey of faculty compensation.*